In learning to rank area, industry-level applications have been dominated by gradient boosting framework, which fits a tree using least square error principle. While in classification area, another tree fitting principle, weighted least square error, has been widely used, such as LogitBoost and its variants. However, there is a lack of analysis on the relationship between the two principles in the scenario of learning to rank. We propose a new principle named least objective loss based error that enables us to analyze the issue above as well as several important learning to rank models. We also implement two typical and strong systems and conduct our experiments in two real-world datasets. Experimental results show that our proposed method brings moderate improvements over least square error principle.
: Dark shadow marked ellipses denote tree fitting principles, and rectangles denote ranking models. SE: least square error; RWSE: robust weighted square error; OLE: objective loss based error in this paper. All real-line arrows denote known relations, and dotted-line arrows denote our contribution.
We propose a general regression tree fitting principle for ranking models, called least objective loss based error (OLE). It only requires simple computation to derive exact formula and is easy to understand. Under this principle, we first clearly answer the aforementioned question, and then analyze a variety of ranking systems to build a relationship between SE, (R)WSE and OLE ( Figure 1 ). Experiments in real-world datasets also show moderate improvements.
Background
Given a set of queries Q = {q 1 , . . . , q |Q| }, each query q i is associated with a set of candidate relevant documents D i = {d 
. . , h M (d|q)]
T is created for each query-document pair, where h t (·)s are predefined feature functions, which usually return real values.
A ranking function f is designed to score each query-document pair, and the documents associated with the same query are ranked by their scores and returned to users. Since these documents have a fixed ground truth rank with its corresponding query, our goal is to find an optimal ranking function which returns such a rank of related documents that is as close to the ground truth rank as possible. Industry-level applications often adopt regression trees to construct the ranking function, and use Newton Formula to calculate the output values of leaves of trees.
Since fitting a regression tree is conducted node by node, in this paper we only discuss the differences of algorithms running on each node. We call them node-splitting algorithms. To distinguish them from the objective loss functions of ranking models, we refer to the loss of each node-splitting algorithm as the "error". For example, square error (Section 2.1), (robust) weighted square error (Section 2.2.1, 2.2.2), and the objective loss based error (Section 3.1) proposed in this work. Obviously, if there is a minor difference in the split of a tree node for two node-splitting algorithms, they would lead to two totally different regression trees.
Several measures have been used to quantify the quality of the rank with respect to a ground-truth rank such as NDCG, ERR, MAP etc. In this paper, we use the most popular NDCG and ERR ( [4] ) as the performance measures.
Square Error (SE) in Gradient Boosting
We regard gradient boosting ( [9] ) as a general framework for function approximation, and it is applicable for any differentiable loss function. Combining with regression trees as weak learners has been the most successful application in learning to rank area.
Gradient boosting iteratively finds an additive predictor f (·) ∈ H, which minimizes the loss function L. At the tth iteration, a new weak learner g t (·) is selected to add to current predictor f t (·). Then
where α is the learning rate.
In gradient boosting, g t (·) is chosen as the one most parallel to pseudo-response r(·), which is defined as the negative derivative of the loss function in functional space H.
In practice, the globally optimal g t (·) usually can not be obtained, then we turn to operations on each tree node to fit a sub-optimal tree. In one node, we enumerate all possible feature-threshold pairs, and then the best one is selected to conduct binary splitting. This procedure recursively iterates on its child nodes until reaching a predefined condition.
Regarding a feature, suppose a threshold v to split samples on the current node into two parts. The samples, whose feature values are less than v, are denoted as D l , and others are denoted as D r . The squared error is defined as
where r 1 , r 2 are average pseudo-response of samples on the left and right respectively.
The complexity of a regression tree could be controlled by limiting the tree height or leaf number. In learning to rank, the latter is more flexible, and adopted in this work by default.
Weighted Square Error in Classification
[6] proved that the negative unnormalized NDCG value is upper-bounded by multi-class classification error, where NDCG is an important measure in learning to rank. Thus [15] proposed a multi-class classification based ranking systems called McRank in gradient boosting framework.
McRank utilizes classic logistic regression, which models class probability p k (d) as
where f c (·) is an additive predictor function for the cth class.
The objective loss function is the negative log-likelihood, defined as
where I(·) is an indicator function.
Weighted Square Error (WSE)
In classification, this loss function (Eqn. 5) resulted in the well-known system LogitBoost, which first used WSE to fit a regression tree. WSE utilizes both first-and second-order derivative information.
WSE uses a different definition of the response value r(·) from that in SE (Eqn. 2), and defines an extra weight w(·) for each sample.
The splitting principle is minimizing the following weighted error
where
However, Logitboost is usually thought as instable. Combining its loss function, the response and weight values, by Eqn. 6, are set as
, in fitting a tree for the kth classification. The response r(d) might become huge and lead to unsteadiness when p k (d) in the denominator is close to 0 or 1. Though [8] described some heuristics to smooth the response values, LogitBoost was still believed numerically unstable ( [8, 9, 14] ). As a result, McRank actually adopts SE and gradient boosting to fit regression trees (Section 2.1), rather than LogitBoost.
Robust Weighted Square Error (RWSE)
[14] derived Eqn. 7 and proposed a stable version of WSE for LogitBoost, which is shown below
Since all denominators in Eqn. 9 are summation of a set of weights w(·), which are less likely to be close to zero in practical applications, and RWSE is hence more stable than WSE.
After fitting a regression tree by either SE or (R)WSE, the data aggregated in the same leaf is assigned with a value by weighted averaging responses (Eqn. 8).
Li proposed an interesting question regarding Eqn. 8. Li mentioned, Eqn. 8 could be interpreted as a weighted average in (R)WSE; while in gradient boosting, it is interpreted as a one-step Newton update. It looks like a coincidence. In next section, we propose a unified splitting principle, which not only clearly explains the relationship of these principles, but also could be extended to more complex loss functions. Also, our method generates Li's robust version directly.
3 Greedy Tree Fitting Algorithm in Learning to Rank
Objective Loss Based Error (OLE)
We were motivated by the success of AdaBoost ( [20] ). In each iteration, AdaBoost selects the weak learner that has a minimal weighted error, and this can be proved that the weak learner selected ensures a maximum improvement of its objective loss, so we are borrowing a similar strategy in learning to rank. Note that, we would use totally different formulas.
Exactly finding an optimal regression tree is computationally infeasible, as the number of possible trees is combinatorially huge. We thus turn to focus on the most basic unit in fitting a regression tree, that is how to conduct a good binary partition to improve the objective loss most. This is a more acceptable approach.
Given a set of samples D = {d 1 , . . . , d |D| }, and a selected feature, we first assume there are at most |D| − 1 potential positions to define a threshold v for the selected feature. Based on a threshold v, the samples are split into two parts, D l and D r . Second, we assume once a partition is conducted, the samples on the two sides would receive their updated score. In other words, we fit a temporary two-leaf tree in the current samples and update the outputs of two leaves separately (diagonal approximation). We update samples and calculate the objective loss, and allow the maximum improvement quantity as a measure for the current partition. The best partition and its respective threshold are selected after enumerating at most |D| − 1 possibilities. We ignore the fact that either side may not be a real leaf in the final fitted regression tree, so that we have a feasible method.
Regarding a threshold v, let the outputs of the temporary two-leaf tree be o 1 and o 2 , then the objective loss L has become a function of o 1 and o 2 . Once the values of o 1 and o 2 are determined, samples on two sides would be updated, and then the objective loss can be straightforwardly computed. However, even in a moderate size dataset, this computation is still prohibitive. So we approximate the objective loss with the Taylor formula in the second order at the point of 0.
where o ∈ {o 1 , o 2 }.
by letting the first-order derivative L (o) be zero. More specifically, o 1 and o 2 are optimized independently as following
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This resultant formula is not equivalent to SE or (R)WSE in a general case, and would lead to a totally different regression tree from that using other node-splitting algorithms.
In the case of learning to rank, we analyze their equivalence for point-, pair-and list-wised based models.
Derivative Additive Loss Functions
In order to calculate all the gradients in Eqn. 13 in an efficient left-to-right incremental updating way, we explore the cases the gradient L (o = 0), L (o = 0) can be decomposed into operations on each sample.
The loss function of MART system is derivative additive, since
Example 2. The loss function of McRank system is derivative additive, since
Example 3. The loss function of RankBoost system is not derivative additive, since
To clearly explain, we use a toy example with
Assuming in current tth iteration, their score is f t (·). The exponential loss is
where, to simplify, 
The key reason is that if two samples appearing in the same exp term of the objective loss also are classified into the same leaf, then they would receive the same output from current leaf, which does not contribute to the objective loss.
In this example, the two s 1 , coming from d 1 and d 2 , should be counteracted. As a result, the exponential loss is not derivative additive.
Example 4. The loss function of LambdaMART system is not derivative additive.
This famous system has no explicit objective loss function, but has exact first-and second-order derivatives. Its first derivative has a similar unit with the RankBoost model, both having such terms of exp(
LambdaMART is pair-wise based system. Based on the detailed analysis in RankBoost, we could easily know the loss function of LambdaMART, potentially existing, is not derivative additive 2 .
Example 5. The loss function of ListMLE is not derivative additive.
As the term exp(
) is frequently appearing in its loss function, the loss function of ListMLE is also not derivative additive.
Example 6. Some special list-wise models have derivative additive loss functions.
In the work of ( [19] ), several point-wise based systems are modified by using list-wise information, so they are considered to be list-wise based systems, such as consistent-MART, consistent KL divergence based, consistent cosine distance based. As the extra list-wise information is actually utilized in a preprocessing step, and then they are running in a point-wise style, so these so-called list-wise based systems also own derivative additive loss functions.
(R)WSE ⊂ OLE
(R)WSE was proposed for LogitBoost, which is a classification system. However, from the angle of learning to rank, LogitBoost could be classified into point-wise based. We prove (R)WSE is actually a special case of OLE.
Theorem 1.
Regarding derivative additive loss function, OLE is simplified into (R)WSE.
Proof.
by Eqn.6
We simply obtain the robust weighted least square error from ( [14] ). As Li proved the robust version is equivalent to original WSE, thus our method is equivalent to WSE for all derivative additive loss functions. 2 To examine strictly, the one-step Newton formula in LambdaMART (Line 11 in Alg. 1 of ( [24] )) is incorrect conceptually, as the denominator in
is tackled as derivative additive. We have not found any explanations from their paper. But it can be viewed as an approximation of the exact formula. A pair-wise based system considers the relationship only between two samples. If a pair of associated samples are classified into two different tree nodes, the objective loss function is derivative additive; otherwise, it is not. In practical applications, it is not difficult to overcome this inconvenience by using an incremental updating.
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A list-wise based system would render more samples interact to each other, and it is relatively more difficult to tackle. But in splitting a tree node, the incremental updating is still working.
We are now able to answer the question from ( [14] ), the Eqn. 8 appears to have two explanations, one from weighted average, and the other from one-step Newton. As we proved that (R)WSE is a special case derived from optimizing only derivative additive objectives, and LogitBoost uses derivative additive objective, so (R)WSE and SE are equivalent. Moreover, for other complex objective losses, (R)WSE may have no theoretical support, but it may serve as an approximation of our method.
SE = (R)WSE = OLE for MART
SE is generally not equivalent to (R)WSE or OLE, even the objective loss functions used satisfy the condition of Theorem 1. However, we find that MART is an ideal intersection of OLE, (R)WSE and SE.
MART system adopts least square loss as objective loss, and classic gradient boosting framework to fit regression trees. Many commercial search engines are using this model to construct their ranking systems. Theorem 2. Regarding MART system, whose objective loss is the least-square
Proof. Given some chosen feature function f (·) and pseudo-response r(·) of each document d ∈ D, there are |D| − 1 positions to define a threshold which is the middle value of two adjacent feature values.
We derive from the definition to prove that minimizing objective loss is the same with minimizing the least square error splitting principle (Eqn. 3).
By the Newton formula
So, optimizing objective loss is equivalent to optimizing SE, and as mentioned before MART is a point-wise bases system, which suggests (R)W SE = OLE.
This theorem means, regarding MART system, the three node-splitting principles lead to the same binary partition in any selected tree node, and then lead to the same regression tree in current iteration of boosting. This theorem shows the classic tree fitting algorithm in gradient boosting is very suitable for the least-square loss function, on which MART system is based, and this could explain why MART system actually performs excellently in many practical applications.
Besides, there is a by product formula for MART system. By plugging its first-order derivative
, we obtain a simpler splitting principle than Eqn. 3.
This form is more intuitive for incremental computation of the optimal threshold v from left to right.
Experiments

Datasets and Systems
As suggested by [18] , we use two real-world datasets to make our results more stable, Yahoo challenge 2010 and Microsoft 10K. The statistics of these data sets are reported in Table 1. 1. Yahoo Challenge 2010. After Yahoo corporation hosted this far-reaching influence contest of learning to rank in 2010, this dataset has been important for a comparison. It contains two sets, and here we use the bigger one (set 1). Yahoo dataset was released with only one split of training, validating, and testing set, and we add an extra two splits and also report average results.
2. Microsoft 10K. Another publicly released datasets, and even larger than the Yahoo data in terms of the number of documents. As a 5-fold splitting is provided by official release, we report average results.
The two datasets above were empirically found to be different. The Microsoft dataset seems more difficult than Yahoo as some models are reportedly running badly on it ( [21] ). It has comparatively less features, 136, and larger average number of documents per query 120, compared to 519 and 23 of Yahoo. The two real-world datasets should be capable of providing convincing results.
As (R)WSE has been shown to be a special case of OLE, we only compare SE and OLE in the scenario of learning to rank. We adopt two famous ranking systems with regression trees as weak learners. To be consistent in implementation details, we used the same code template. Their differences are only from objective loss functions and regression tree fitting principles.
point-wise based McRank ([15]
). The multi-class classification based system was reported to be strong in real-world datasets ( [24] ), and is natural to be one of our baseline systems.
2. pair-wise based LambdaMART ( [24] ). This famous pair-wised system gained its reputation in Yahoo Challenge 2010, as a combined system, mainly constructed on LambdaMART, winning the championship. In our work, we only compare with single LambdaMART systems, which are trained using NDCG loss. Maybe LambdaMART systems could be improved further using different configurations, but here it is not our concern. Table 3 : Performances (%) of SE / OLE in the Microsoft 10K. All results reported are averaged over standard five-fold cross-validation respectively. All results with over 0.1 point improvement are marked.
As shown by the proof, MART is an ideal intersection of these ideas, we do not use this system. For each system and algorithm, we set configurations as follows: the number of leaves is set as 10, 20; the learning rate α in Eqn. 1 is set as 0.06, 0.1, 0.12. So there are six configurations for each system. After examining the testing performance in the real-world datasets, we observed several hundreds of iterations (or regression trees) could almost lead to convergence, so we just set maximum number of iterations to 1000 for LambdaMART, and 2500 for McRank, as the latter converges more slowly. We report popular measures, NDCG@(1, 3, 10) and ERR.
Experimental Comparison on Two Systems
Instead of providing limited testing results using the best parameter from a validating data, we provide two kinds of testing results, one from converged training, anther from the whole training procedure.
First, in Table 2 and 3, we compare exact performances of SE and OLE for six configurations at predefined iteration. Empirically, training in large datasets, systems are easy to converge after sufficient iterations. Second, in Figure 2 , we further provide a complete comparison in a whole training with difference configurations.
In Figure 2 : Improvements (absolute %) of OLE over SE when the learning rate is set as 0.06, 0.1, 0.12. The X-axis denotes the iteration number, or the number of regression tree fitted. The Y-axis denotes the difference that measure score from OLE minus that from SE for NDCG@ (1, 3, 10) and ERR respectively. Each point in the figures has been averaged over a five-fold or three-fold cross-validation.
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A PREPRINT NDCG@1 (real read line) and ERR (dotted blue line) have relatively smaller improvements. ERR is more difficult to improve than NDCG.
Improvements of NDCG@3 and NDCG@10 on McRank and LambdaMART are more robust in a variety of configurations. As NDCG@1 is computed on the first document predicted by models, and ERR is computed on the whole of ranking documents whose numbers are usually several dozens, in practice, the first page with 10 links returned by a search engine are more desired by users. So we think it may be more useful to improve NDCG@3 and NDCG@10 measures.
As OLE is supposed to have a faster convergence than SE, we also have a statistics of objective losses in the final iteration. OLE indeed leads to smaller objective losses, but not by that much, about 0.32% -1%. As this work only focuses on the splitting rule in a single node, we also tried different strategies to generate node. Width-first search and depth-first search. Interestingly, depth-first search runs poorly for both baselines and our method. This is an open question and left to future exploration. We thus adopted the width-first search and limits the number of leaves.
Regarding the running time, there is no loss for the systems with derivative additive objective losses compared to SE in gradient boosting. Typical such systems are point-wise based. But for pair-wise and list-wise based, OLE suffers from extra overheads of maintaining exact second derivatives of objective loss function. In an incremental updating style, this overhead is about 30% of SE for pair-wise based, and regarding list-wise, there may be more.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a minimum objective loss based tree construction algorithm in the boosting framework, and analyze two existent tree construction principles, least square error and (robust) weighted square error. The former is widely used in the gradient boosting and practical learning to rank systems, while the latter is famous in LogitBoost and classification area. We successful build a relationship between our method and WSE in LogitBoost. We prove that WSE is just a special case of our method. This provides a theoretical support for (robust) LogitBoost and point-wise based ranking systems. Based on our analysis, we show MART is an ideal connection to SE, WSE, and OLE, and obtain a more concise formula for MART. Finally, for a full empirical comparison of the three principles, we implement two strong ranking systems, and examine them with a variety of configurations of regression trees in two largest public datasets. Our results indicate that our proposed method is better used for McRank, LambdaMART and MART systems.
